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THE INTEGRATION OF GRATITUDE COMMUNICATIVE MOVES  
INTO ENGLISH LITERARY DIALOGUE DISCOURSE

Inna Kivenko1

Abstract
The given article reports on the results of Conversation Analysis application to Gratitude Communicative Move. The corpus of con
versational data used for the research has been selected from modern English Literary Discourse. The data comprises 1600 commu

its participants. The article provides a theoretical background for gratitude Conversation Analysis as the empirical research method 
of dialogic speech. It provides a detailed survey on such linguistic concepts as communicative move, communicative turn, adjacency 
pair, sequence, communicative exchange and speech episode. Taking into consideration the viewpoints of various linguists concern
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1. Introduction. The given article reports on the 
Conversation Analysis of Gratitude as a communica
tive move in Modern English Literary Discourse. 
The main point of interest is to determine the ways 
in which speakers produce and recipients understand 
gratitude, how they constitute it as speech actions try
ing to achieve their interactional goals. The relevance 
of the investigation is determined by the lack of lin
guistic studies devoted to the Gratitude cues commu

The last quarter of the century saw a systematic 
attack of Conversation Analysts on the basic prob

the researchers refer to Gratitude as a responding 
2

change including gratitude formulae is governed by 

relationships and respecting the preservation of self 
by individuals. It means that gratitude is caused by 
the preceding illocutionary act performed by the in
terlocutor. As a rule, gratitude cues follow a speech 

ing interaction conditions and, thus, closes up the 

Nevertheless, our own observations over the con
versational data show that Gratitude does not func
tion as a responding move only. It can occur as a fol

the participants of conversation, thus being an initiat
ing communicative move.  

The aim 
conversation properties of Gratitude utterances in 
Modern English Literary Discourse.The object of 
the investigation is Gratitude Communicative Move 
in Modern English Literary Discourse. The subject 

ing Gratitude formulae in Modern English Literary 
Discourse.

2. Methodology.
2.1. Program of Conversation Analysis of Grat-

itude Communicative Move. 
The program of Conversation Analysis of Grati

tude Communicative Move in Modern Literary Dis

(1) to give a brief survey on Conversation Analy

(2) to determine the basic terms applied in Con
versation Analysis;

Communicative Moves interaction within Modern 
Literary Discourse.   

2.2. Research materials. The linguistic concepts 
and models, which provide the theoretical motivation 
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for the framework, have been tested out by data. The 
corpus of conversational data used for this research 
has been selected from modern English novels. It 
includes 1600 speech episodes in which literary dis

aspect of these episodes has been analyzed with the 
help of certain linguistic general and special methods.

2.3. Methods of analysis. The linguistic anal
ysis involved the application of 
methods the method of synthesis and 
analysis for the holistic research of the literary dis
course, as well as the study of certain communicative 
constructions that realize gratitude; the method of ob-
servation
of the data investigated; the descriptive method for 
identifying variant and invariant features of the data 
investigated. Among special linguistic methods the 

the contextual-interpre-
tational method for identifying the pragmatic proper
ties of Gratitude, -
ysis for determining Gratitude utterances integration 
into a dialogue communicative situation.

3. Results and Discussion.
3.1. Theoretical premises of the study. 
By means of Conversation Analysis, linguists of

the minimal units of dialogic communication and 
variants of dialogic structures. According to Seliva
nova,  is the method of empiric 
investigation of dialogic oral speech that is helpful 
when researching standardized forms of conversation 

customary tools used by communicants during con
versation. Besides, Conversation Analysis is aimed at 

of communication by the speaker, taking into account 

.
The previous studies of conversa tional data fo

cused largely on how conversation is socially organ
ized and managed by participants, and how partici
pants are observed to do this. The term 'Conversation 
Analysis' has been coined to describe this area of 
study. The concern of this paper is distinct from the 
concerns of Conver sation Analysis, although it shares 
the same object of study – conver sation. This study 

itude. The descriptive units that Conversation An
alysts have been using in describing conversational 

 sequence. A turn is 

seen as everything one speaker says before another 
speaker begins to speak. A pair is made up of two 

ferred to as an adjacency pair. A sequence is made lip 
of more than one turn.

basic units of dialogic communication. They are 
communicative move and communicative turn. There 

functional-struc-
tural
tive move whereas formal-structural principle serves 
to identify a communicative turn. In other words, a 
communicative move is seen as a minimal functional 
unit of a dialogue that contributes to the interaction 
development while a communicative turn is seen as 
a formal structural unit of a dialogue, i.e. it compris
es everything that one speaker says before another 
speaker begins to speak . 

As Edmondson suggests, a turn does not always 
coincide with a move in its volume , because it can 
comprise one or two or even more communicative 
moves6. In this case, a speaker utters several speech 
acts, for instance, compliment, question, greeting. 
Move, in its turn, can be made up of some turns in 
case the speaker is interrupted with some inquiry, 
agreement, disagreement, etc.  

Together communicative move and communica
tive turn make up conversation unities such as dia-
logic unity, adjacency pair, speech episode, speech 
exchange, sequence. 

The term dialogic unity is wide spread in Russian 
linguistics. The scientists regard it as the simplest 

change in which one utterance depends on the other7. 
In recent decades, the term dialogic unity has lost its 
popularity. Linguists have noticed that in conditions 

meet the needs of real communication. Thus, it can
not be a typical invariant pattern of dialogic commu
nication. At present, the term dialogic unity is being 
substituted with other notions that denote other struc

adjacency pair, speech episode, speech 
exchange, sequence, etc. These notions have been in
troduced by linguists, mainly foreign ones, that deal 
with Conversation Analysis. 

The term that is the closest one to dialogic unity 
is adjacency pair
Adjacency pair is commonly applied in American lin
guistics to denote utterances of two communicants. 
The scientists point out that an organizational pattern 
recurrent in conversation is that of two adjacent utter

are related to each other in such a way that they form 
a pair type. They call them an adjacency pair. Ques

 Edmondson, 1981
6

7 Shvedova, 1960, 281



ably a member”8.

es are related to form pair types so that a particular 

an “accept” or a “decline”, and each of the latter forms 

tation that if the second pair part does not occur, its 
absence will be noticeable and noticed by particip ants.

Ukrainian linguists operate the term sequence 
implying the sequence of actions of participants of 
a dialogue, whose connection is motivated and only 
possible (e.g. communicative turns like “question – 

tion – withdrawal”)9. Sometimes a sequence is actu
ally a pair; at other times it’s made up of three or four 
turns. Still, neither dialogic unity nor adjacency pair 

why currently there appear unities embracing more 
structural elements. One of them is speech episode 
which does not always correspond to adjacency pair 
as it can be made up of three or even four turns10. The 
British linguists, Coulthard and Sinclair, suggest that 

an initiating move, a responding move, and a fol

consists of two parts, or two elements of structure, 
is perceived as the “marked form” in which the third 
part is withheld for strategic reasons11. According to 

is a structure that dynamically organizes their func
tional integration. The linguist strongly believes that 
this term should be applied to all kinds of dialogic 

simple (for 
complex

12.
In our research, we adhere to the opinion that the 

terms speech episode, speech exchange and sequence 
can be applied as synonyms. 

and Sinclair concerning the criterion of structural 
location of speech acts have allowed Tsui to single 
out initiating move, responding move and follow-up 
move

a description of the basic unit of conversational or

the same idea about ritual interchanges
will on occasion leave matters in a ritually unsatisfac
tory state, and a turn by the initial speaker will be re
quired, encouraged, or at least allowed, resulting in a 

reply of the second communicant. The interaction is 

conversation. It is the element on which further inter
action is based. It has a general function of acknowl
edging the outcome of the interaction that has taken 
place in the initiating and the responding moves.

action that implements some normal onward devel

displayed understandings in the sequence so far. By 
means of this framework, speakers are released from 

of one another’s actions” .

The analysis conducted allows to sum up and 

logic speech are a communicative move and a com

respectively. Together communicative move and com

dialogic unity, adjacency pair, sequence, speech epi
sode, etc. In our research, we operate the terms speech 

The investigations of British and American lin
guists have brought us round that of all speech unities 

description of the basic unit of conversational organ

related to each other in such a way that each move 

an essential communicative component which imple
ments the onward development of interaction.  

3.2. Communicative patterns with Gratitude 
Communicative Move.

Conversation Analysis applied to our data has al
lowed us to study the structures of speech episodes 
comprising Gratitude Communicative Move. Tsui 
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positive responding move, 

norms of establishing and supporting social relations 
16. The Amer

ican linguist Ferguson denotes the reactive character 
of gratitude. He considers gratitude as the addresser’s 
illocutionary act based on the addressee’s previously 

addresser. Then he is grateful to the addressee and re
veals his feeling by means of the speech act, i.e. grat
itude17. Wunderlich shares Ferguson’s viewpoint and 
calls gratitude both reactive and responding speech 
act. The scientist states that gratitude immediately 

18. Accord
ing to the Russian research Skovorodina, gratitude is 
a reactive speech act, too. In other words, gratitude 
is an immediate verbal response to a certain stimu
lus without which realization of such an act is im
possible19. Other Russian linguists such as Adama 
kova, Imas, Tyagunova adhere to the same viewpoint. 

stimulus – gratitude. This commu
nicative pattern is basic.  

We agree with the fact that Gratitude cues main
ly function as a responding move. Nevertheless, our 
own observations show that gratitude can be used as 

up gratitude speech episodes occurs according to the 

1) stimulus – gratitude;

Pattern (1) – stimulus – gratitude – is regarded as 
the basic one as mentioned before. 

According to pattern (2) – stimulus – gratitude – 
follow-up – gratitude functions as a responding move 

the additional perlocutionary response to gratitude. 
stimulus – re-

sponse – follow-up gratitude – gratitude functions as a 

this case gratitude is used as endorsement denoting pos
itive outcome of interaction between communicants. 

stimulus – response – follow-up 
gratitude – follow-up 

the observations over the conversational data have 
proved that Gratitude cues can function as an initiat
ing communicative move “inside” the dialogue con
tributing to its development. In this case, a gratitude 

stim-
ulus-gratitude – response. Gratitude utterances can 
also be framed as an initiating move when the preced

bal gratitude is postponed, i.e. when a gratitude cue is 
not responsive and does not immediately follow the 
preceding stimulus. 

3.3. Integration of gratitude moves in the pro-
cess of speech interaction.

The major communicative pattern of gratitude re

and gratitude to it (78.6 %) which can be illustrated 

Sophie nodded, gulping. “I know, I know, thank 
you 20.

In the speech episode provided above the stimulus 

granny to her granddaughter in case of her parents’ 

to the scheme stimulus – gratitude – follow-up occurs 

tude is a responding move after which comes the fol

“I think Mrs. Jones has laundered your clothes 

“Thank you
“ 21.

includes two constatives. The responding move rep

which nominates the positive outcome of interaction. 

minate the speech episode, i.e. it functions as a fol

stimulus – response – follow-up gratitude, which 

or a directive (direct or indirect request, plea). Then 

gratitude is predetermined by realization of the ad

16
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18 Wunderlich, 1976
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I appreciate your doing that for me 22.

move is represented by a question (a woman asks her 
friend if the latter had any troubles with running the 

is gratitude. 

rare and occur in only 0.9 % of all sequences inves
tigated. In such interactions gratitude functions as a 

tern. However, in this case, it does not close up the 

stimu-
lus – response – follow-up gratitude – follow-up. The 

seldom occur in real life; the fourth move (i.e. fol
. 

Becky to answer all his phone calls instead of him as 
he does not want to be disturbed during work. Becky 
agrees to do him a favour. Luke is sincerely grateful 
to her as kinesic and tactile means (smile, touch to her 
hand

“Becky, if the phone rings, could you answer it?  

“Thanks . 
“That’s a real help.”

“No problem!” I say brightly .
In this sequence stimulus includes an indirect re

quest (to answer phone calls) and a constative. Sub
sequently there is a responding move realized by a 
commissive speech act, as the woman makes commit

As an initiating communicative move gratitude 
occurs in 9.8 % of all sequences investigated. Initi
ating gratitude does not begin an interaction, but it 

nicants “inside” conversation, thus, contributing to 
its onward development. The speech episode provid

“And my biggest worry is that they are after me. 
-

tinue.

his anxiety. I caress his face.
“Thank you

.

the second turns of interlocutors are represented by 

one communicative move – argumentative gratitude 
which is interrupted by a question. 

Another speech episode illustrates the situation in 
which time of gratitude has been postponed as it was 

time ago, Becky received a card from Luke. Once 
they meet for dinner at a restaurant, Becky begins 
thinking about it. She cannot understand if sending a 
card to her was just a polite sign on his part or may

a speech interaction between them, though gratitude 

it was just being friendly – or … or whether it was 

hard I almost feel sick, and very quickly I take anoth-
er sip of wine. Well, a gulp, really. Then I put down 

“
-

26.
4. Conclusion. The current study contributes to 

the pragmatic aspects of Gratitude Communicative 
Moves interaction.

We have described the most commonly used 
Gratitude sequences comprising a certain number of 

Obviously, dialogic communication may take quite 

Moreover, in some speech situations, gratitude can be 
formulated as an initiating communicative move ei

22



ther “inside” the ongoing conversation or beginning a 

has been postponed.
Modelling of gratitude cues mainly occurs accord

ing to the pattern stimulus – gratitude which makes 
timulus – 

gratitude – follow-up is less common and is observed in 

the pattern stimulus – response – follow-up gratitude. 

stimulus – response – 
follow-up gratitude – follow-up. As an initiating move 
Gratitude is observed in the pattern stimulus-gratitude – 
response which makes up 9.8 % of the data investigated. 

In conclusion, this study points towards the need 
for investigation into the illocutionary aims and per
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